Tweak Chinese law to end ivory demand
The proposed revisions to China's wildlife protection law of 1988 should aim to make the private ownership of threatened species illegal. This would help to control the country's flourishing trade in illegal animal products. It is also important to tackle the public's demand for such goods by changing their perceived 'luxury' status.
Rescue Eastern Europe's collections
The political collapse of Eastern Europe has ravaged its priceless natural history collections. The European Union could rescue many of these as part 'Simple' or 'elegant' criteria are not valid
Counter to the impression given by George Ellis and Joe Silk, I have never used or endorsed the slogans "elegance will suffice" and "post-empirical science" regarding theories in fundamental physics (Nature 516, [321] [322] [323] 2014) . In fact, both contradict my position.
I do not think that criteria such as simplicity or elegance provide a workable basis for judging a theory's chances of viability. I seek arguments that are more reliable.
Nor is my concept of nonempirical theory confirmation driven by a wish to declare empirical data obsolete. Rather, it aims to account for the actual situation in modern fundamental physics by extending the concept of theory of its commitment to preserve cultural heritage.
In the small, war-torn nations of the western Balkans, for example, natural history collections receive much less government funding than museums of history, ethnography and archaeology. Ministries of science in countries of the former Yugoslavia dismiss the importance of natural history collections for research infrastructure or as scientific heritage.
Unstable funding forced the Sarajevo museum to close in 2012, and many of its historical specimens -including 10,000 bird skins and 500,000 insects from the Balkans -have not been properly curated for years. And the break-up of the Soviet Union left individual states with little interest in maintaining their collections -including one of the world's most important, at the Zoological Museum in St Petersburg, Russia.
All of these once wellmanaged collections are now decaying, making the plight of Italy's natural history museums the tip of an iceberg (see Nature 515, 311-312; 2014 A theory's non-empirical confirmation relies on experimental confirmation in three ways. First, a theory's viability is defined in terms of its empirical confirmation. Second, non-empirical confirmation will always remain weaker than conclusive empirical confirmation. And third, non-empirical confirmation relies on the observation that related theories in the field were empirically confirmed.
Terminating empirical confirmation in a research field would thus eventually destroy the basis for non-empirical confirmation as well. Munich, Germany. richard.dawid@univie.ac.at 
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Czech centre marks Mendel anniversary
This month marks the 150th anniversary of Gregor Mendel's presentation of his famous study 'Experiments in plant hybrids' at a meeting of the Nature Research Society in Brno, Moravia (in today's Czech Republic). His lecture was published a year later in the society's journal.
Often called the father of modern genetics, Mendel and his scientific and cultural legacy are being honoured at the Mendelianum Centre of the Moravian Museum, the original premises of the society where his ideas were first formulated and discussed. The centre, which will be officially opened on 8 March, is both a Mendel museum and an outreach venue for modern genetics research, science and education (see www.mendelianum.cz). 
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